CREATIVITY FRENCH
In short: the entrant will have to recreate an imaginative and creative French look on one hand. The
only allowed form is extreme square and the proportion is 1: 1. The entrant may choose whether to
use nail tips or nail forms, and the system (gel, acryl, acrygel or soak off).
Jury evaluation criteria
The surface is smooth, free of wrinkles, scratches due to filing and well buff

Maximu
m score
5

French manicure: at least 3 colours were used, harmoniously combined together

5

French manicure on all 5 nails: the line of the smile line is the same and uniform
on all nails (from the middle to the left side - 0.5 points for each nail; from the
middle to the right side - 0.5 points for each nail)

5

French manicure: the imagination used denotes great creativity, it is eccentric and
original, the design is studied in detail

5

Difficulty level: is the French style design elaborated, meticulous, conceived and
carried out with proficiency and technical ability?

15

Product control: the product is free of colour spots and / or air bubbles

5

Work finish and neatness: is the product completely dry/polymerised? Are there
any visible traces of product or dust in the concave zone or in the cuticles zone?

5

Free edge (hair line): is it thin and uniform on all nails (maximum 0.1 cm)?

5

C Curve is a perfect semi-circle, between 40° and 50 °

10

Cuticles zone: can the product be perceived by touch? Does the natural nail look
like it blends with the product itself?

5

Apex: it must be correctly placed and uniform on all nails
Convex part (front perspective): it is completely symmetrical and it has no
differences in height
Length: is it proportional on all nails? (middle and thumb of the same length, index
and annular of the same length, proportionally shorter little finger)

5
10

Length: the proportion 1: 1 was respected

5

The lateral nail folds are uniform and free of wrinkles on all nails? Do they display
a perfect positioning of the nail tip or of the nail form, as well as a perfect filing?
Length of competition: 120 minutes to perform work on ten nails

10

Total score:

5

100
points

Score
achieved

NOTE:
●

The entrant will work only on one hand of the model; the only allowed shape form is extreme

square
●
French style may be created with any artistic technique, in compliance with this regulation
●
The French manicure cannot be done before buffing, but it will be integrated into the structure
itself. Tools to create the smile line (smile line cutter), which must be handmade, are not allowed. If the
entrant does not follow these rules, the French manicure will not be evaluated and the score for these
criteria will be 0 points)
●
Nail bed: the only colours allowed are cover, clear, pink or clear pink, no other colour is allowed
●
The use of ultra white nail tips is not permitted. The only colours allowed are natural and clear tips
●
The proportion is 1: 1, ie 1 pink (nail bed): 1 french style (free edge)
●
The natural white colour of the free edge of the model’s nail must not be visible.
●
It is not allowed to prepare and / or to apply nail tips or nail forms before the competition
●
The entrant may choose whether to work with nail tips or nail forms. The same building technique
will be used on all 5 nails
●
Decorative materials (rhinestones, studs, micro-pearls etc) are not allowed, as well as embossed
decorations. Nail art will be flat and free from wrinkles, in sync (combined) with the French style
●
The use of monomer dyes (colour drops) is permitted
●
All pure colours are allowed to recreate a creative and amazing French style. The use of glitter is
allowed for a maximum of 20% of the French surface.

